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PART-A
Answer all questions :

1. Which among the following is an activity aid ?
a) video clips b) working model
c) Field trip d) Stil model

2. An advantage of reflective learning is
a) Rote learnins b) Meta cognition
c) Memorising information e None of the above

3' Which of the fotowing is Nor a major reason for reforms in mathematicscurricufum ? '
a) Difficulty in learning mathematics
b) Expansion of the subject
c) Researches in learning and instruction
d) Technological development

4. Action research focuses on
a) Theorybuitding b) lmprovingpractice
c) Expansion of knowledge d) Generatization

5' A not open source that herp in creating interactive questions for worrd wideWeb is

a) MooC b) MOODLE c) Btogger d) Hotpotaroe s , /

(5x1=5 Marks) '
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PART_ B

Answer in one word/sentence :

6' The research in which statisticar anarysis of data is essentiar is

7. ln which vpe or curricurum organization, the nature of content is given moreimportance ?

8. which curricurar reform repraced Arithmetic and Geometry for new math like settheory and graph theory ?

9' The totality of experiences received by an individual from the educational institution
is known as ------.------.-_

10. 

- 

sequence is present in the arrangement of seeds within asunflower' 
(5x1=5 l\424s;

PART-C
(Very Short Answer)

Answerall questions:

1 1. Write any two purposes of research in mathematics education.

12. What are the advantages of m_learning ?

13. List two major objectives of organizing mathematics exhibitions.
'14. Explain any one naturar resources that can be used for teaching ,proportion,.

15. what are the characteristics of experimentar rearning ? (5x2=r0 Marks)

PART_ D
(ShonAnswer)

Answer any 4 questions :

16. Explain modern trends in curriculum construction.

17. Write the major contributions of SMSG.

18' How can a teacher use the community resources in mathematics education ?Give a suitable example.
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19.

20-

21.
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